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We are pleased to release the eleventh issue of a monthly
Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter in February 2022. The purpose
of this newsletter is to present academic information about the research,
collation, collection, and digitalization of Chinese Buddhist canons and
scriptures. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the original
authors and publishers, and do not necessarily reflect those of the Center
for Buddhist Studies, the editors, the editorial board, or the organization to
which the authors are affiliated. If you have questions concerning these
opinions, please contact the original authors and their publishers. 
 
This newsletter will be a professional information exchange platform for the
study of Chinese Buddhist canons. Its content will include the following: 
 

Publication information, including books, essays, reviews, dissertations,
etc.
Conference information
Scholar information introducing scholars’ achievements, exchange of
ideas, suggestions, and proposals
Research projects, such as project proposals, project introductions, etc.
Current canon collections in World Libraries and Museums
New findings of the scholarship on the Chinese Buddhist canon and
related literature in public and private collections and auctions

  
Because of the different setups in your email clients, the fonts, images, and
layouts in this newsletter may look different. We suggest you click the link "View
this email in your browser" on the top of this message to access the HTML
version. As we prepare this newsletter, our community is facing unprecedented
challenges. We are grateful that you have continued to support
our research Center during the pandemic. If you are willing to support the
Chinese Buddhist canon research or sponsor the publication of this newsletter,
please consider DONATING NOW.   
 
To our friends near and far, we hope that you stay safe and healthy in 2021 and
that the Buddhist teachings and resources we share can bring some measure
of comfort. If you have any suggestions or would like to contribute information,
please email us at buddhist-studies@email.arizona.edu. 
 
If you would like to receive monthly emails on this topic, please sign up for our
email list at http://eepurl.com/gb2yaD and select the group
"Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter."  For those who have already
signed up for our email list, please update your preferences to include
"Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter."  
 
Starting from issue 6, we add a new section to the Newsletter, "Research Notes
(zangjing jingyanlu 藏經經眼錄)," which aims to collect scholars' research notes
on Chinese Buddhist canons. From now on, we will welcome submissions of
research notes to our Newsletters. Scholars who are interested, please email
Dr. Zhouyuan Li at zhouyuan.li@dila.edu.tw. 
 
For previous issues of Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter, please see: Link. 
 
Forward to a friend 
  
Jiang Wu, Darui Long, Zhouyuan Li and Youteng Bi

I  Books and Research Papers

1. Zacchetti, Stefano, Michael Radich, and Jonathan Silk. The Da zhidu lun 大智度論
(Mahāprajñāpāramitopadeśa) and the History of the Larger Prajñāpāramitā : Patterns
of Textual Variation In Mahāyāna Sūtra Literature. Bochum: Projekt Verlag, 2021. 
 More

In his final monograph, Stefano Zacchetti

analyzes the Da zhidu lun’s complex

relation to a number of Larger

Prajñāpāramitā texts. The evidence

presented here reveals a complementary,

even symbiotic relation between root text

and commentary, and puts into relief

processes of stabilization, consolidation,

and canonization. The reader is afforded

precious insights into the textual history of

the Da zhidu lun, of the Larger

Prajñāpāramitā literature as a whole, and

of the general patterns of formation,

transmission, exegesis, and recension of

Mahāyāna Buddhist texts.

 

2. "International College for Postgraduate Buddhist Studied"国際仏教学大学院大学.
“Sōhan Shikeizō o gendai ni yomigaerasete: Sōhan Shikeizō fukkokubon kansei
shukugakai kinen 宋版思渓蔵を現代に蘇らせて: 宋版思渓蔵復刻本完成祝賀会記念
(Reviving the Song Version of the Sixi Canon in the Modern Age: Celebrating the
Completion of the Reprint of the Song Version of the Sixi Canon)”, Tokyo:
International College for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies, 2019.  More

3. Shu, Dagang 舒大剛. “Songban dazangjing qianyan 宋版《大藏經》前言” (Preface
to the Song Edition of the Buddhist Canon), Songdai wenhua yanjiu 宋代文化研究
(Song Dynasty Cultural Studies), no. 1(2020): 1-12.   More

4. Sun, Changqing 孫長青. “Xinchu liangzhong kaibaozang canjuan kaoshu 新出兩種
〈開寶藏〉殘卷考述(Research on Two New Fragments of Kai-bao Canon), Shijie
zongjiao wenhua 世界宗教文化 (The World Religious Cultures), no. 1(2021): 183-
188.   More

5. Chi, Limei 池麗梅. “Fuzhou dongchansiban dazangjing chudiaoshi wenti kaoshu 福
州東禪寺版大藏經初雕史問題考述(A Textual Research on History of the Original
Engraving of Fuzhou Dongchan Temple Tripitaka: Centered on the Chronology of the
First Printing)”, Shijie zongjiao yanjiu 世界宗教研究 (Studies in World Religions), no.
5(2021): 43-51.  More

6. Chi, Limei 池麗梅. “Fuzhouzang bainian xueshushi zongshu《福州藏》百年學術史
綜述(An Overview of Studies on the Fuzhou Tripitaka in the Past 100 Years), Foxue
yanjiu 佛學研究 (Buddhist Studies), no. 1(2021): 78-92.   More

7. Ding, Feng丁鋒. “Fuzhouzang wuzhong jingben suihanyinyi suozhu zhiyin fanying
de beisong yinyun yanbianxianxiang《福州藏》五種經本隨函音義所注直音反映的北
宋音韻演變現象” (The Phonetic Evolution of the Northern Song Dynasty Reflected by
the Notes of the Five Sutras in Fuzhouzang),  Minsu dianji wenzi yanjiu 民俗典籍文字
研究(Folklore Texts and Writings Studies), no. 1(2021): 171-188+266.    More

8. Xin, Deyong 辛德勇. “Shanxi yu zhongguo gudai de chuban yinshua 山西與中國古
代的出版印刷”  (Chinese Publishing and Printing in Ancient Shanxi), Putuo xuekan普
陀學刊（Putuo Journal）, no. 1(2021): 245-302. More

9. Miyazaki, Tenshō 宮崎展昌: “Kinkoku daizōkyō no genzon hampon ni mieru
Kittanzō kara no eikyō ni tsuite; Kōraizō saichōbon ni nokosareta chūki o tegakari to
shite 金刻大藏經の現存版本にみえる契丹藏からの影響について:高麗藏再雕本に殘さ
れた注記を手がかりとして(About the influence from the Jin Canon seen in the
existing Qidan Canon: the notes remains in the Koreana Tripitaka as a clue)”,
Tōhōgaku Eastern studies 東方學, no. 142(2021): 41-57.  More

10. Liu, Jun 劉軍. “Chongshen zhaochengzang de faxian zhi xinziliao buyi 重審趙城
藏的發現之新資料補遺(Exploration on the Discovery of Zhaocheng Tripitaka with
New Literature Document), Jinggangshan daxue xuebao 井岡山大學學報(社會科學
版) (Journal of Jinggangshan University (Social Sciences)), no. 1(2021): 127-
136.  More

11. Chi, Limei 池麗梅. “Guhōzō to shite umare kawatta Kinzō 弘法蔵として生まれ変
わった金蔵(From the Jin Canon 金蔵 to the Hongfa Canon 弘法蔵), Journal of the
International College for Postgraduate Buddhist Studies 国際仏教学大学院大学研究
紀要, no. 25(2021): 192-149.   More

12. Baba, Hisayuki 馬場久幸. “Koraikoku shinchō daizō kōsei betsuroku no
mondaiten: Honji kyō maki san o chūshin toshite〈高麗国新雕大蔵校正別録〉の問題
点：〈本事経〉巻3を中心として”(Problem of Koryokuk Shinjo Daejangkyochong
Byolloc 高麗国新雕大蔵校正別録: Focusing on Itivrttaka-Sūtra Volume 3), Bulletin of
the Association of Buddhist Studies 仏教大学仏教学会紀要, no. 26(2021): 83-99. 
 More

13.    Liang, Jihong 梁繼紅. “Wuwei cang Yonglebeizang banben ji yuanliu kao 武威
藏〈永樂北藏〉版本及源流考(A textual research on the edition and origin of Yongle
North Canon in Wuwei)", published in the WeChat official account, accessed 28
January 2022.     More

14.  Long, Darui 龍達瑞. “Yonglebeizang de tiji paiji yanjiu《永樂北藏》的題記、牌記
研究(The Yongle Northern Canon: Its Colophons and Inscriptions)”, Foguang
xuebao 佛光學報 (Journal of Foguang University), vol. 8, no. 1(2022): 81-144.   More

II. Auction news

A. China Guardian Auction, Fall 2021 
 
China Guardian Auction started on Nov. 26, 2021. Please see link.

 1. Da bore bo luo mi duo jing 大般若波羅蜜多經(Mahāprajñāpāramitā
sūtra), Hand-Written Buddhist Canon in Jin su shan Temple, Northern
Song Dynasty 
 
Hand-copied Buddhist scriptures continued being created in the Song dynasty even

after the printed sets of the Buddhist canon began to be widespread. A typical

example can be found in the Jin su shan guang ci chan temple 金粟山廣惠禪院,

located in Haiyan County,  Jiaxing City 嘉興海鹽縣,  Zhejiang province, China. The

auction presented a volume from Da bore bo luo mi duo jing大般若波羅蜜多經

(Mahāprajñāpāramitā sūtra). This volume, No. 351, contains five pages.  Each page

was written with 20 lines, and each line with 17 characters. Xie Yangzeng 謝仰曾(19th

century) wrote the title of the scripture and Wu Baowei 吳寶煒(1879-1939) wrote

notes in the end. The scripture that was shown at the auction was recarved and

collected in Zi hui tang tie 滋蕙堂帖(A collection of Calligraphy Models in Zi hui

tang).  This collection of calligraphy models was engraved by Zeng Hengde 曾恒德, a

native of Jiaxiang 嘉祥, Shandong province, in the thirty-third year of Emperor

Qianlong (1768).

《大般若波羅蜜多經》卷第三百五十一部分，謝仰曾題簽，卷末吳寶煒、謝仰曾題
跋。

2. Da bore bo luo mi duo jing 大般若波羅蜜多經(Mahāprajñāpāramitā sūtra)
, volume 404.

Puning Canon 普寧藏, printed in the eighteenth year of Zhiyuan 至元 (1281), was designed

with a format of 6 lines on each half page, 17 characters in each line and five half pages as

a block. The cataloging Qianziwen (A Thousand Character Reader) word is “jin金.” This

scripture is intact from the beginning to the end, totaling 17 blocks or 89 folds.  Information

on page numbers, volume number (simply as No. 4), and carvers’ names are recorded in

the middle border between two pages of a printed sheet. More than nine carvers’ names

are found in the scripture, including Wang, Sen, Zhao, Mao, Li, Ling, Chen Xin, Yuan, and

Ma. 

The front cover is colored with cyan blue silk imbued with tong oil, which is resistant to

moisture and insects. The paper is brownish and thick, but shows no sign of aging. The

curtain pattern of silk is about two fingers’ width. The laid paper, which was made of solid

fibers, was probably 3 cm wide with some other substances. It is a typical kind of paper

used for printing the Buddhist scriptures during the Yuan dynasty (1206-1368).

Puning Canon 普寧藏, one volume, made by Puning Temple 普寧寺,
Hangzhou, the eighteenth year of Zhiyuan 至元 (1281), one volume, 11 x 25 cm 
 

B. Auction from KONGFZ.COM
 
One volume of Avataṃsaka sutra 
This auction presented one volume of Sixi Canon engraved in the early years of
the Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279).  The front page has a stamped seal of
Tang Zhao ti si 唐招提寺(Tōshōdai ji). The cataloging Qianziwen 千字文 word is
“dao道.” The whole volume is pasted with 13 pieces of paper, in 72 folds. 
Apparently, the volume was printed in the format of the early Sixi Canon. The
formats vary; some blocks contain five half pages and some blocks six half
pages. The cataloging Qianziwen 千字文 word “dao道” and carvers’ names are
recorded in the middle border between two pages of a printed sheet. The two
carvers’ names appear as Cui崔and Donggao東皋 in this volume.  The
calligraphy is written in Yan Zhenqing’s style. The color of the ink is bright. The
contents are intact except the last third page was hand-written. The whole
volume is a good source for the study of the history of print and the engraving
of the Buddhist canon during the Song dynasty. 
 
Please see the link。

III.  Digitizing Buddhist Canons

Three Chinese Buddhist Canons Kept in Zōjōji Temple: 

Sixi Canon, Puning Canon and Koryǒ Canon of the Southern Song Dynasty.  

Sixi Canon was designed with a format of 30 lines of 17 characters each, in 94 han函

(cases). It totaled 5,342 volumes.  Puning Canon, whose construction was initiated

during the Yuan dynasty in the thirteenth century, is contained in 285 han 函 (cases). Each

han 函 contains between 12 and 26 volumes.  This set of Puning Canon is mixed with

Wakokubon (Japanese editions), Ōbaku Daizōkyō Canon, and the hand-written copies,

totaling 5,228 volumes. Second Koryǒ Canon, which was engraved in the thirteenth

century, now preserved in Zōjōji Temple, is nearly complete. It totals 1,357 volumes in 124

han 函, supplemented with volumes of Ōbaku Daizōkyō Canon.  The three sets of the

Buddhist canon were created by Ieyasu Tokugawa from Sugiyama Temple of the Shingon

Sect in Ikaho-gun, Omi Prefecture in 1613, from Shuzen Temple or Kagetsu Zen Temple or

Minakami Temple in Izu in 1610, and from the Shingon Sect's Eunsei Temple in 1609 and

donated to Zōjōji Temple.  Later, these three sets became the basis for Dai Nippon Kōtei

Daizōkyō, Dai Nippon Kōtei Zōkyō and Taishō shinshū Daizōkyō.  From 1978 to 1981,

both Sixi Canon of the Song Dynasty and Puning Canon of the Yuan Dynasty were

microfilmed, and the missing parts were supplemented with texts kept in Tsuruoka

Hachimangu, Sensō-ji Temple. 

The database of the three major collections kept in Zōjōji Temple is scheduled to be

released in 2024. Information not available in Taishō Canon, such as the status of making-

up volumes, publication records, phonetic and semantic exegesis, engraver's names,

variant editions, and records of revisions, will be presented in the electronic versions of

these three editions. They will be linked to SAT (https://21dzk.l.u-tokyo.ac.jp/SAT/) and

CBETA. Currently, Puning Canon has still not been fully digitized. The three editions of the

Buddhist canon contain valuable historical sources, not only for Buddhist studies, but also

information on Chinese language and printing culture. They are texts of great

significance that shed light on cultural inheritance and deveopment. 
 
For more information please see link1. 
For more information please see link 2.

IV  Research Notes

Yongle Northern Canon Kept in East Asian Library, University of Chicago 
University of the West, Los Angeles 

Darui Long 
 

In May and June, 2011, I spent three weeks at the East Asian Library, University of

Chicago, examining its collection of Yongle Northern Canon. The library catalogue

records that its provenance is the Laufer Collection. This set of Yongle Northern

Canon is the best preserved  -- it is the most complete one among all the sets of

Yongle Northern Canon that I have ever examined, totaling 7,200 volumes in 720 han

函(cases). The original total number for other sets is 6,771 volumes, with 677 han 函

(cases). Why does this version have 429 more volumes? The format is sutra-

binding. The height of the frame is 27.8 cm and its width is 12.4 cm. There are 5 lines

in each block and 17 characters in each line.  The frame is double-lined. The first

page of each han 函begins with Emperor Yingzong’s 明英宗 prose: 

 

Heaven is clear and earth enjoys peace. 

Yin and Yang are balanced with seven heavenly stars in the right track. 

The climate is favorable with timely rain and sunshine. 

All grains grow well in abundance and all things enjoy a good life. 

No beacon fires along the border alarming the invading enemy. 

People follow Confucian etiquette and ethics. 

Sons are filial to their parents and ministers loyal to the empire. 

Cultivated and honest, people are compassionate. 

No natural disasters occur. 

The country enjoys peace both at home and abroad, unified with bright sunshine. 

The nine lowest places and the six ways are shone. 

Looking forward to the future, people all obtain enlightenment. 

 

The collection is dated the eleventh day, the eleventh month, the fifth year of

Emperor Zhengtong 正統 (1440). However, the date, in many places, was covered by

a slip of paper with a changed date: the fifteenth day, the third month, the third year

of Emperor Qianlong 乾隆 (1738).

 

 

Almost all titles on the front covers of the scriptures are covered with a slip of paper
Yu zhi Tang san zangjing 御製唐三藏經. There is no such thing.  The date of this
volume remains intact: the eleventh day, the eleventh month, the fifth year of
Emperor Zhengtong in the Ming dynasty (1440). 
  
In the end of the last volume of many han函(cases), a colophon is found in the tablet
of donors. Li Xiunü李秀女, a court servant who was responsible for carrying a board
of memorials to the emperor, donated money to print the Buddhist canon.  The
original date was the fourth month, the twelfth year of Emperor Wanli (1584), but in
many cases, a slip of paper with the words “the fifteenth day, the third month, the
third year of Emperor Qianlong (1738)” was pasted to conceal the original date.  

Left： University of Chicago collection.            Right: Shanghai Library collection. 
 
Thanks are due to Dr. Zhou Yuan 周原, curator for the East Asian Library at
the University of Chicago, and Mr. Chen Xianxing 陳先行, curator of the rare books
section,  Shanghai Library, for their generous help.

The left photo shows the changed date, “Qing dynasty, the third year of Qianlong
(1738).” The right photo is its backside. The original date: “ the eleventh day, the
eleventh month, the fifth year of Zhengtong (1440).”  University of Chicago, photo by
Darui Long. 
 
A slip of paper with the words “the project of the construction of the canon was
completed, the fifteenth day, the twelfth month, the third year of Emperor Qianlong
(1738)” is pasted over the original date. Some words are still visible beneath. 
The original date: the eleventh day, the eleventh month, the fifth year of Zhengtong in
the Ming dynasty (1440).  Shanghai Library collection.

Yongle Northern Canon, reprinted in 2000.  It shows the original date: the eleventh
day, the eleventh month, the fifth year of Zhengtong (1440). Notice the words “xuan
玄” and “hong 弘.”  Both words have one stroke missing.  They are taboo words for
Emperor Kangxi’s Xuanye 玄燁 and Emperor Qianlong’s name 弘歷. The original
copy should be one revised version in the Qing dynasty. 
 
The owner of Yongle Northern Canon pasted over the original date: the eleventh day,
the eleventh month, the fifth year of Zhengtong (1440) with a slip of paper on which
was written “Qing dynasty, the third year of Qianlong (1738).” The words of “Ming,
the fifth year of Zhengtong” are still visible beneath.  Mr. Zhao Yu 趙宇 of the
Agricultural College of Tianjin offers a source showing that the fifteenth day, the
twelfth month, and third year, was exactly the date that Dragon Canon was
completed. The photo below shows the date from Da Qing chongke Longzang hui
ji 大清重刻龍藏彚記. One may figure out from these photos that the owner of Yongle
Northern Canon was greatly pressed by a threat, probably the notorious literary
inquisition in the Manchu dynasty.  Feeling worried about the safety of the Buddhist
canon, he decided to eliminate the dates of the previous dynasty and replaced them
with the date of the Qianlong era of the current Manchu dynasty. Thus one can see
the slip of paper with the words “the project to construct the canon was completed,
the fifteenth day, the twelfth month, the third year of Emperor Qianlong (1738).”

Please see link , 2021/2/20。Also see Xin bian suoben Qianlong dazangjing fence
mulu jingming zuozhe suoyin 新編縮本乾隆大藏經分冊目錄經名作者索引, Taipei: Xin
wenfeng chuban gongsi, 1992. Thanks are due to Mr. Zhao Yu 趙宇.

The brocade pattern of the back-cover:  a bright red pattern with clouds. 
 
Many Tibetan words are found in the scriptures.  According to Tibetan scholars,
these words give a full expression of consecration or “merit is complete when the
Buddhist canon is printed.” 
 Both the front and back covers of Yongle Northern Canon were magnificent. They
look new and fresh.  They are considered treasures for the study of the silk and
brocade products of the Ming dynasty.  Many of the brocade patterns show
auspicious clouds that the Chinese people favor. The patterns of auspicious clouds
are endowed with many symbolic and significant meanings connoting good
fortune. There are patterns of linking clouds, flaming clouds, floating clouds, etc. 

Lotus and peony flowers (Left).         
Brocade: golden threaded pattern of sea dragons (Right)

The back cover of Yongle Northern Canon, East Asian Library, University of
Chicago.  
 
Quite a number of volumes in the last part of this set of Yongle Northern Canon are
cut into two so that the owner was able to make this set of the Buddhist canon into
7200 volumes, in 720 han函. Thus the total number is the same as Dragon Edition of
the Buddhist Canon constructed in the era of Emperor Qianlong.  He used many
back covers of the original volumes as front covers.  In order to make up these back
covers, he had to use a kind of bright cotton cloth instead.  Of course, the quality of
cotton cloth cannot match the original brocade.  
 
 
 
 
Thanks are due to Dr. Wang Bin 王斌, Dr. Li Yuanzhou 李淵周, Mr. Weng Lianxi 翁連
溪, Wang Qiuju 王秋菊, Peng Ke彭克, Fei Yongming 費永明 and Zhao Yu 趙宇 for
their generous help. 
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